
Put an Elliott Rod in your hand and feel the di� erence.

Each of our rods are engineered to its fullest potential, creating 
an extremely well balanced, physically lightweight rod with 
unrivaled sensitivity and performance.

In 2005, Gregg Thorne developed Syncork™, a synthetic cork 
material that’s lighter in weight and more durable than organic 
cork creating an extremely comfortable and sensitive handle 
in all � sh ing conditions. (See elliott� shingrods.com for all the 
details and models) 

Quality Craftsmanship.

Elliott rod blanks utilize our proprietary EL345 Graphite, 
a blend of 30, 40 and 50 ton graphite materials, graphite 
scrims, and Nano-resin technologies. However, it doesn’t 
stop there, a great rod blank doesn’t always create a 
great � shing rod, there’s a science that goes beyond that 
which truly makes the di� erence. When using an Elliott 
Rod you are � shing a � nely tuned, handcrafted, top of the 
line rod. Every rod is handcrafted in northern Minnesota. 

Whether our rods are used for pan� sh, bass, walleye, pike or 
muskie, our rod models are designed with high-performance 
actions for the ultimate sensitivity and performance. All Elliott 
Rods represent a stand out value compared to higher price 
or like products in the market place. Pick one up and feel the 
di� erence!

ELLIOTT SPINNING ROD HANDLES

HIDDEN HOOD SPLIT GRIP

HIDDEN HOOD

COMFORT SEAT SPLIT GRIP

“Elliott Fishing Rods has completely changed 
the way I look at high-performance rods. This is 

science combined with superior craftsmanship 
joining forces to create the most sensitive 

technical rods I’ve ever encountered.”

-Aaron Templin
Cabelas NWT Pro Angler



Model Length Power Action Line Wt. Lure Wt. Retail Price

SPINNING SERIES

ES66ML-F 6' 6" Med. Light Fast 6 - 10 lb. 1/8 - 3/8 oz. $239.00 

ES69M-F 6' 9" Medium Fast 8 - 12 lb. 3/16 - 1/2 oz. $239.00 

ES69MH-F 6' 9" Med. Heavy Fast 10 -17 lb. 1/4 - 3/4 oz. $239.00 

ES610ML-XF 6' 10" Med. Light Ex. Fast 6 - 10 lb. 1/16 - 3/8 oz. $239.00 

ES7UL-F 7' 0" Ultra Light Fast 2 - 6 lb. 1/32 - 3/16 oz. $245.00 

ES7L-F 7' 0" Light Fast 4 - 8 lb. 1/16 - 1/4 oz. $245.00 

ES7ML-F 7' 0" Med. Light Fast 6 - 10 lb. 1/8 - 3/8 oz. $245.00 

ES71M-XF 7' 1" Medium Ex. Fast 8 - 12 lb. 3/16 - 1/2 oz. $245.00 

ES73L-F 7' 3" Light Fast 4 - 8 lb. 1/16 - 1/4 oz. $249.00 

ES73ML-F 7' 3" Med. Light Fast 6 - 10 lb. 1/8 - 3/8 oz. $249.00 

ES76L-F 7' 6" Light Fast 4 - 8 lb. 1/16 - 1/4 oz. $255.00 

ES76ML-F 7' 6" Med. Light Fast 6 - 10 lb. 1/8 - 3/8 oz. $255.00 

ES76M-F 7' 6" Medium Fast 8 - 12 lb. 1/4 - 5/8 oz. $255.00 

ES79L-F 7' 9" Light Fast 4 - 8 lb. 1/16 - 1/4 oz. $259.00 

BAITCAST SERIES

EC7M-F 7' 0" Medium Fast 8 - 14 lb. 3/16 - 1/2 oz. $265.00 

EC7MH-F 7' 0" Med. Heavy Fast 10 - 20 lb. 1/4 - 3/4 oz. $265.00 

EC73MH-F 7' 3" Med. Heavy Fast 10 - 20 lb. 1/4 - 3/4 oz. $265.00 

EC76H-F 7' 6" Heavy Fast 20 - 50 lb. 1/2 - 2 oz. $269.00 

MUSKIE SERIES

ECM76MH-F 7' 6" Med. Heavy Fast 30 - 80 lb. 1 - 4 oz. $285.00 

ECM86H-F 8' 6" Heavy Fast 50 - 80 lb. 2 - 8 oz. $325.00 

ECM9H-F 9' 0" Heavy Fast 50 - 80 lb. 2 - 8 oz. $360.00 

ECM93M-F 9’3” Medium Fast 30 - 65 lb. 3/4 - 2 oz. $350.00

ECM96H-F 9' 6" Heavy Fast 50 - 80 lb. 2 - 8 oz. $375.00 

ECM96XH-F 9' 6" X-Heavy Fast 50 - 100 lb. 6 - 16 oz. $375.00 

*Syncork products  are manufactured in Northern Minnesota

Innovation: Never Following, Always Leading. 
Our Cornerstone. 

An important Elliott Rods innovation is our highly 
sensitive, lightweight and durable Syncork* handle 
material that is superior over organic cork and all other 
handle options. Organic cork decays with use, it has no 
choice, the more it’s used the quicker it happens.  

Developed in 2005 by Gregg Thorne, Syncork is a 
synthetic- based duplication of natural cork. It’s lighter in 
physical weight, extremely sensitive and durable enough 
to last a lifetime. It also provides a very comfortable and 
superior grip - especially when your hands are wet, cold 
from frigid temps or from handling � sh. Once you � sh 
with Syncork, nothing else will do!

Syncork . . . Get a grip on it!

Syncork™

LIGHTWEIGHT

Proprietary Syncork handles 
paired with Elliott EL345 
Graphite achieves the lightest 
possible physical weight.  

BALANCED

The pinnacle point in the art 
of rod design that enhances 
all the positive factors while 
eliminating the negatives, 
creating perfect balance.                                                                                                                                       

STRONG

Syncork handles o� er 
a distinct advantage in 
durability and endurance 
over all other handle 
materials while also 
providing ideal comfort in 
all � shing conditions. Elliott 
Rods are built with high-
performance Elliott EL345 
Graphite blanks.     

SENSITIVE

Feel more . . . catch more. 
If your rod doesn’t express 
its feelings and talk to you, 
it’s time for a new � shing 
partner. Sensitivity is the most 
demanding measurement of a 
high-performance � shing rod.                                                                                                                                            

SCIENTIFIC

Masterfully built on scienti� c 
principles for optimum feel 
and performance.  


